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Nonlinear symmetry breaking may occur in systems with two or more states whose linear dynamics displays
certain symmetries, one of which is preferred nonlinearly. We have identified a regime of electron temperature
gradient (ETG) instabilities in a tokamak plasma with circular concentric flux surfaces that has its largest
growth rate at a finite ballooning angle, establishing a symmetry that is nonlinearly broken to favor one sign
for the ballooning angle. This is the first example of nonlinear symmetry breaking in simulations of a drift
instability in the absence of externally imposed flow shear or asymmetry in the plasma column.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electron temperature gradient mode can act as a
driver of experimentally relevant levels of electron heat
transport, despite its small characteristic spatio-temporal
scales. A rich field of nonlinear physics has been iden-
tified within electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode
turbulence, driven by the ETG instability1–5. ETG tur-
bulence is characterized by long streamers that enhance
transport to levels exceeding quasi-linear estimates,6–10
and simplified models of ETG turbulence admit soliton-
like solutions10,11. Self-driven zonal flows are in most
situations too weak to saturate ETG turbulence, so sat-
uration happens through secondary instabilities of the
streamer structures.6,7,9,12 Inverse cascades provide an ef-
fective mechanism for distributing ETG energy to larger
scales, with the effect that ETG turbulence may af-
fect turbulence and zonal flows arising from ion scale
instabilities.13 Cross-scale interactions between ion scale
instabilities and ETG as well as zonal flow dynamics can
complicate the picture of ETG saturation as well.5,14–18
Nonlinear symmetry breaking is a phenomenon ob-
served in many kinds of systems, ranging from quantum
to classical. Here, the ETG instability exhibits growth
at a finite ballooning angle for parameters used in this
paper, giving rise to symmetry with respect to the radial
wave number kr. In nonlinear simulations, however, the
amplitude spectrum of density fluctuations concentrates
on one sign of ballooning angle even though both signs
have equal growth rates in linear simulations. As we will
proceed to show below, this process is robust and de-
pends on the relative directions of the toroidal magnetic
field and plasma current.
Maximal growth rates at finite ballooning angle have
been seen before in other simulations of drift-wave
turbulence19–27. Generally in the nonlinear state for gy-
rokinetic turbulence simulations the presence of inclined
fluctuations have not been seen to be of major signif-
icance before, perhaps because they tend to occur at
higher k and therefore contribute less to transport. Also,
symmetry in many examples is commonly broken already
for the linear eigenmodes through up-down asymmetry
of the geometry or a priori imposed flows, but significant
asymmetry in fully developed turbulence is not seen.19
Our system is interesting because not only is symmetry
broken in an up-down symmetric geometry in the absence
of externally imposed flows, broken symmetry is retained
in the turbulent spectrum in long term simulations. This
suggests that the reason for broken symmetry lies within
something more fundamental than simply a choice of con-
figuration.
The structure of the paper proceeds as follows: we
introduce the physical parameters derived from exper-
iments at the FT-2 tokamak used for simulations per-
formed with GENE and discuss features of GENE in sim-
ulating the high-k turbulence that arises from this set-up.
We show how for the parameters at the upper-hybrid res-
onance layer for enhanced scattering measurements max-
imal growth rates of electron temperature gradient modes
occur at a non-zero ballooning angle establishing a sym-
metry where breaking may occur. We illustrate how sym-
metry is broken in nonlinear simulations and sustained in
long-term simulation of ETG turbulence; establish that
symmetry is broken in a manner that depends on the
relative directions of toroidal magnetic field and current,
and finally discuss an analogous problem of ion tempera-
ture gradient turbulence where such symmetry breaking
does not appear and give an example of trapped electron
mode turbulence where broken symmetry is also appar-
ently absent. We conclude the report with discussion of
the salient features in our simulations as well as a sum-
mary of the results.
II. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
GENE (http://www.genecode.org serves as an ex-
tensive reference) is a gyrokinetic Eulerian Vlasov code
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that solves the electromagnetic gyrokinetic equations in
field-following coordinates. It has been used extensively
in various investigations into tokamak plasma turbulence
and beyond.6,9,15,28–30 For the present work, notable fea-
tures of GENE are the possibility to run global or flux
tube simulations, a robust collision model that allows in-
vestigations to reasonably high collisionalities present at
the FT-2 tokamak31, and several gyrokinetic species that
interact through self-consistently solved electromagnetic
fields.
GENE uses a field line following coordinate system
(x, y, z) for discretization of the distribution function
f(x, y, z, v‖, µ) and the fields φ(x, y, z) and A‖(x, y, z).
The radial coordinate x acts as the flux-surface label,
the binormal coordinate y is tangential to the flux-surface
and normal to the magnetic field line, and z is a poloidal
angle used as the field line label in the parallel direction.
The distribution function and fields are defined using a
discrete Fourier basis in y, leading to a discretization in
the binormal wave number ky.
There are myriad ways to perform simulations using
GENE, such as local flux tube in both circular and Miller
geometry, to fully global including an arbitrary number
of particle species within a magnetic equilibrium numer-
ically defined by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation.
In this paper we use GENE primarily in local flux tube
mode using a circular equilibrium, where a radially pe-
riodic box is defined with a discrete Fourier basis in x,
also giving the wave number kx.
The case at hand is based on experiments performed
on FT-2 tokamak at Ioffe Institute, Russia.32,33. In the
preceding paper, the electron density profile has been
obtained from Thomson scattering and interferometry,
and the electron temperature profile is obtained from
Thomson scattering. The main ion temperature pro-
file was measured by neutral particle analyzer and spec-
troscopy. The equilibrium was reconstructed from exper-
imental data using ASTRA modeling. There are three
main species in the experiment: electrons, protons and
fully ionized oxygen O8+ impurity. Electron density fluc-
tuations are measured using enhanced scattering from
the upper hybrid resonance layer31–33, showing a dis-
tinct component at wave lengths corresponding to ETG
turbulence34.
Because of the short wave length nature ETG turbu-
lence, we proceed with numerical analysis of the experi-
mental situation using local flux tube GENE simulations
centered at the upper hybrid resonance layer where the
experimental measurements are performed in Refs. 31–
34. Parameters for the simulations are given in Table I.
Gradients are defined via the parameters ωn,T = R0/Ln,t
where Ln = |∇ log n|−1 and LT = |∇ log T |−1.
GENE is used as an initial value solver for determin-
ing the linear growth rates and frequencies for toroidal
modes, and nonlinear simulations are performed for char-
acterizing the turbulence that arises from the growth of
the linear modes. Linear growth rates are calculated in
GENE for a single ky mode at a time giving the fastest
TABLE I. Local parameters for GENE simulations of ETG
turbulence.
R0 [m] 0.55
a [m] 0.08
B0 [T] 2.2
q0 2.4
sˆ 1.1
ωne 15.45
ωTe 21.72
ωTH ,TO8+ 15.6
Te [keV] 0.1664
ne [10
19/m3] 1.581
Zeff 3
τ 7.108
r/a 0.7
growing mode for that particular value of ky, and scan-
ning over ky to obtain the growth rate and frequency
spectra. Each simulation for ky includes a narrow band
of kx modes, so to calculate the modes that have a finite
ballooning angle ϑ0 the kx offset kx0 needs to be scanned
over as well.
Numerical parameters used for the ETG case in nonlin-
ear simulations as presented in this paper are as follows:
the simulation box is (Lx, Ly, Lvq , Lµ) = (10.8, 25, 3, 9),
resolution is (Nx, Ny, Nz, Nvq , Nµ) = (256, 96, 24, 45, 15).
The simulation was repeated with different boxes and res-
olutions: up to Lx = 40 with Nx = 1024; up to Ny = 128;
using Nz = 64; and some minor variations on Nµ and Nvq
using different Lvq,µ boxes. Lengths are normalized to ρs.
Spectra for turbulence are show in units of kx,yρs, with
ρs = cs/Ωi where c
2
s = Te/mi is the ion-acoustic velocity,
Te is electron temperature, Ωi = qeB/mi, qe being the
unit charge, B0 is the on-axis magnetic field, mi = 1 amu
the hydrogen mass. Real electron-ion mass ratio is used
where required, and the impurity species is taken to be
O8+.
Fluctuation spectra are calculated from the simula-
tion using time averaging to obtain a RMS S(ne)
2 =∫ t1
t0
|ne(kx, ky, z; t)|2 dt/(t1 − t0), evaluated at z = 0.
We will concentrate on the linear analysis in the next
section.
III. LINEAR GROWTH RATE SPECTRUM
SYMMETRIC IN ϑ0
A simplified version of the equations solved by GENE
can be cast into a linear dispersion relation for ETG as3
 (ω,k) = − k
2
⊥
λ2De
+
∑
a
a (ω,k) = 0, (1)
where a are the susceptibilities from electrons (a → e),
ions (a→ i) and impurities (a→ Z)
a (ω,k) =
∫
qaφ
Ta
fMe+
ω + ω∗
ω − ωDa − k‖v‖ J
2
0 (ba)
qaφ
Ta
fMa d
3v,
(2)
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where ba = k
2
⊥ρ
2
a, ρ
2
a = v
2
a/Ω
2
ca is the Larmor radius
of species a, v2a = Ta/ma, λ
2
De =
0Te
n0q2e
is the Debye
length, J0(x) is the Bessel function of the 1st kind,
k⊥ ≡ |k| =
√
k2x + k
2
y is the perpendicular wave number.
ETG waves are slow compared to the electron gyration
period, so the Bessel series has been truncated at the first
term (in contrast to Ref. 35). For short wavelength ETG
modes we can approximate the ion responses to be adi-
abatic (with J20 (ba) → 0 as ba becomes large)36, giving
the dispersion relation
(1 + τ)λ2De + k
2 =
∫
ω + ω∗e
ω − ωDe − k‖v‖ J
2
0 (be)fMa d
3v,
(3)
where τ = ZeffTe/Ti is a factor for the adiabatic response
of the ions, Zeff = (Z
2
Znz + ni)/ne is the effective ion
charge obtained from quasineutrality, with ZZ denoting
the charge state of the impurity species. Drift frequencies
ωD = ~k · ~vD and ω∗ = ~k · ~v∗ correspond to the magnetic
and diamagnetic drifts
~vDa = b×
(
v2‖
Ωa
b · ∇b+ v
2
⊥
2Ωa
∇ lnB
)
,
~v∗a =
b×∇pa
manaΩa
.
(4)
In Eq. (3) the right hand side corresponds to the non-
adiabatic electron response, where the diamagnetic drift
acts in the binormal direction (in our notation, coordi-
nate y) because the equilibrium pressure is a flux function
to lowest order, but the magnetic drift has also a radial
component (coordinate direction x) which contributes in
the dispersion relation. We may write kx = sˆky (y − ϑ0),
where ϑ0 = kx0/sˆky is the ballooning angle. It is impor-
tant to note that the value of ϑ0 will be dependent on
ky in the linear simulations, so its introduction has not
reduced generality of our model at all. Frequently largest
growth occurs at ϑ0 = 0 corresponding to maximum am-
plitude at the outboard of the torus, which motivates its
wide use in analysis of drift waves.
A finite ballooning angle becomes important for ETG
modes at higher ky in the case defined by Table I as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The spectrum is symmetric with
respect to the sign of kx0 up to output precision, so the
negative branch is suppressed in Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1 we show growth rate for the experimentally
motivated case in Table I, background density gradients
for all species being equal due to quasineutrality. In the
case with adiabatic ions the ion response is replaced by
τ and Zeff in the field equation and collisions, respec-
tively. There is a slight shift in the growth rates that are
caused by the ion temperature gradient contribution in
the kinetic case; increasing ωT for the ions to equal the
electron one brings the growth rates between kinetic and
adiabatic cases closer whereas taking the ion tempera-
ture gradient towards zero increases the difference at the
ETG scale. The trapped electron mode root vanishes for
adiabatic ions, and only the ETG instability remains.
kinetic
adiabatic
FIG. 1. Left: growth rate across ion and electron scales from
simulations with kinetic ions (©) and adiabatic ions (4). Ki-
netic simulation is with hydrogen and O8+ ions giving the
same τ and Zeff, both performed for the flux-tube centered at
r/a = 0.7 where the measurements have been made. Dotted
red line shows the growth rate at kx = 0. Right: growth rate
(©) and frequency (4) at max γ(kx) for the adiabatic case.
Dotted red lines show growth rates and frequencies at kx = 0.
FIG. 2. Growth rate as the ballooning angle is varied in the
simulation with adiabatic ions. Here we represent the ratio
of the kx offset kx0 to the ky as a proxy for the ballooning
angle.
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The ϑ0 symmetry manifest for the ETG modes is bro-
ken in the nonlinear regime, as we show in the following
section.
IV. SYMMETRY BREAKING IN NONLINEAR
SIMULATIONS
We investigate nonlinear simulation of the case de-
fined in Table I using adiabatic ions due to computa-
tional expense. The simulation is initialized with a den-
sity fluctuation spectrum proportional to k−1 at ampli-
tude 10−4 relative to the background value. The modes
are given random phases to establish fluctuations over
all of the simulation region in real space. The question
whether symmetry breaking is spontaenous was investi-
gated by initializing the simulation with different initial
conditions.
The evolution of the simulation is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Initially the fastest growing modes (with both positive
and negative kx) get established, and a transient peak
of the heat flux occurs at t = 2.34R0/cs. Soon after
(t = 4.66R0/cs) modes with negative sign gain in am-
plitude while positive modes diminish, and the spectrum
shifts down in ky. In the longer term (representative
snapshot at t = 25.94R0/cs) the heat flux remains steady
while slightly fluctuating about a mean value, and long
streamer-like structures typically seen in ETG turbulence
are observed at negative kx. As the energy content pro-
gresses towards lower ky values due to inverse cascade,
the mean ballooning angle of the modes decreases as well,
while remaining finite. This is seen as a reduction in in-
clination for the fluctuations in Fig. 3.
Transport saturates much earlier than the nonlinearly
established fluctuation spectrum in density. It should be
noted that for the present FT-2 case the vast majority
(¿99%) of the heat flux is transported in trapped elec-
tron mode turbulence when kinetic ions are included and
simulations are performed at the ion scales. The electron
flux at the ion scales is computed as Qe = 69 kW/m
2
,
which is of the order of the ASTRA modeling flux given
by Qe = 57 kW/m
2
.
A. Long-term nonlinear evolution
The state of broken symmetry is a robust feature of
this case, and is sustained in the long term simulations
over 100’s of R0/cs. The time-averaged spectrum of den-
sity fluctuations over 50R0/cs after 200R0/cs in Fig. 4
shows the anisotropic nature of broken-symmetry stream-
ers in ETG turbulence for the present case. The mean
preferred ballooning angle can be changed by reversing
to counter current in the analytical equilibrium, namely
by changing B0 → −B0 or jT → −jT . The nonlinear
spectrum is symmetrically mirrored over kx when prod-
uct of the signs is negative, but linearly the growth rates
and frequencies are not affected. Self-induced shearing is
FIG. 3. Contours of electron density fluctuations on a plane
in the case with adiabatic ions at the early stages of the sim-
ulation. Time is shown in units of R0/cs.
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ineffective in suppressing the spectral asymmetry; in fact
shearing appears to be highly non-correlated in time and
occurs over all scales in the spectrum. The dynamics of
the spectrum is unaffected by suppression of the zonal
modes, showing that they are unimportant.
A small additional externally imposed ωE×B = 10−4
toroidal shearing rate is required to stabilize a spuri-
ous low-ky mode that short-circuits the transport after
100R0/cs in the current case or a longer period if radial
extent of the simulation box is increased. This happens
likely due to inverse cascade, and in the absence of shear-
ing the system prefers a low-ky streamer. The externally
imposed shear rate is much lower than the growth rates
in the unstable spectrum, and is of the order of neoclassi-
cal shear for these profiles. Sign of the E ×B shear does
not affect the broken symmetry, and introduction of the
shear allows sustainment of the broken symmetry state
virtually indefinitely in the simulation. Hyper-viscosity
at rate αx,y = 0.005 with the profile k
4 is used avoid
pileup of the fluctuations at the resolution boundary, as
well as αz = 5 in the parallel direction. The results
were very robust with respect to variations in numerical
parameters, as long as the box size and resolution were
sufficient.
FIG. 4. Spectrum of electron density fluctuations in a long-
term simulation. The range of kx is reduced from the compu-
tation (which has |kx| ≤ 60) for better illustration.
We investigated robustness of the asymmetrical turbu-
lent spectrum also by reflecting the x-coordinate for the
GENE restart in the deeply nonlinear stage. Even with
this highly forced initial condition the simulation recov-
ered the original spectrum for that choice of B0 and jT
after a period of dynamic restructuring.
0 0.5 1
k ρ
s
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
γ /
 c
s
/R
0
max{γ(k
x
)}
k
x
=0
FIG. 5. Linear growth rate for the Waltz standard case. At
higher k there is a kx0 offset, like in our ETG case.
V. IS SYMMETRY BROKEN IN OTHER KINDS OF
TURBULENCE?
Analogies between different drift wave turbulence
types can be made. Simplified turbulence models such
as the Hasegawa-Mima-Charney equation are analogous
for ETG and ITG turbulence, except how zonal modes af-
fect turbulence.37,38 This raises the question whether ion-
scale turbulence can also exhibit similar symmetry break-
ing when there is considerable kx0 shift in the linear spec-
trum. We explore two different examples of drift wave
turbulence below: ion temperature gradient instability
driven turbulence and trapped electron mode driven tur-
bulence.
A. ITG case
The popular “Waltz standard case” was shown by
Migliano et al.21 to exhibit similar kx symmetry as the
present ETG case, with high-k modes presenting a bal-
looning angle shift. A similar case was investigated by
Singh et al.22. We reproduce the growth rate figure from
Migliano et al.21 in figure 5 using GENE. The nonlinear
spectrum, as show in figure 6, does not exhibit broken
symmetry in long-term simulations. Shearing rate shows
spectral density around similar values of kx as the ky
amplitude maximum of turbulence, effectively breaking
up streamer structures and eliminating asymmetry. This
leads to a more isotropic distribution of turbulence com-
pared to the ETG case shown in Fig. 4.
B. Multi-species TEM case
The original case does not have a shift in the balloon-
ing angle for growth rate in trapped electron mode tur-
bulence. We have identified a case with FT-2 parameters
for high density discharges where there is a ballooning
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FIG. 6. ITG case with kx0 offset. Nonlinear spectrum is
largely symmetric. The spectrum is more isotropic than in
the ETG case due to eddy break-up by zonal modes.
FIG. 7. a) Linear growth rate for the 3-species case described
in this paper. At low k there is a kx0 offset. Nonlinear spec-
trum (b) is more isotropic than in the ETG case due to eddy
break-up by zonal modes. The contribution from rational
surfaces is emphasized using the dashed line.
angle shift, as illustrated by linear growth rate calcula-
tions using GENE in Fig. 7. The parameters for this
case are modified as follows: r/a = 0.4875, q = 1.3682,
sˆ = 0.8756, ωn = 15.118, ωTe,H = 19.824, 5.4121,
TH/Te = 0.619647, Te = 218.3 eV, BT = 2.3 T, ne =
8.8675 ·1019 1/m3, nZ/ni = 0.052753, and the ion species
are H and O7+ with TH/Tz = 1. Eddy break-up is ef-
fective at low-k, but a very slight asymmetry is seen in
the spectrum at high-k (see Fig. 7c). Shearing occurs at
wavelengths comparable to the maximum spectral den-
sity of turbulence, as was the case in the ITG case.
This case has the special feature of a very broad lin-
ear spectrum as a function of kx0, with sub-dominant
high-kx intermediate ky modes. This contributes to the
anisotropy of the spectrum, observed as a larger width
in the kx spectral density compared to ky. Notable fea-
tures in the spectrum also include the effect of rational
surfaces (−−), and a mode that is linearly unstable near
(kx, ky) = (3.8, 0.7) with a very broad kx structure.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have identified a case based on FT-2 tokamak ex-
periments that exhibits nonlinear symmetry breaking of
the electron temperature gradient instability driven tur-
bulence. The ballooning angle of biased spectrum is af-
fected by the relative directions of magnetic field and
plasma current, and is independent of the initial condi-
tion that is used to seed the turbulence in simulations or
even if a x-mirrored restart is performed. Broken sym-
metry is therefore not spontaneously established, but is
related to the radial and binormal wave number compo-
nents of the drift frequency. Level of transport saturates
before the fully broken symmetry is established. Long
term simulations of other kinds turbulence (i.e., ITG &
TEM) presented here symmetry breaking is not retained,
resulting in a symmetric (kx, ky) spectrum for turbulence
despite part of the growth-rate spectrum occurring at a
finite ballooning angle. At ion scales zonal flows break
up streamers while saturating turbulence at scales com-
parable to it, effectively suppressing the ballooning angle
bias. ETG is less sensitive to eddy break-up by shear-
ing, instead saturating through secondary instabilities.
The residual streamers can then form spectra of broken
symmetry with respect to the radial wave number.
In the literature growth rate spectra are most often
reported on only for ballooning angle ϑ0 = 0, where in
many cases the largest growth rate occurs at ion scales.
Some works have taken an interest in modes with ϑ0 6= 0,
but to our knowledge this is the first example of asymme-
try in the fully saturated turbulent regime. Even though
our TEM case does not exhibit symmetry breaking, it
shows significant influence on the spectrum from sub-
dominant modes with nonzero ballooning angle that in-
crease the kx width of the spectral maximum. This may
be of importance for experimental diagnostics that are
sensitive to radial wave numbers.
The data that supports the findings of this study are
available within the article (and its supplementary ma-
terial).
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